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WASHINGTON: SpaceX says it has determined
the cause of a launchpad explosion that
destroyed a satellite in September and is ready to
start launches again as early as Sunday. An
unmanned SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket exploded
September 1 in Cape Canaveral, destroying a
satellite that Facebook planned to use to beam
high-speed internet to Africa. That marked a set-
back for the California-based private space firm
and its founder Elon Musk, who wants to revolu-

tionize the launch industry by making rocket
components reusable.

In a statement Monday, SpaceX said it had
traced the problem to a pressure vessel in the sec-
ond-stage liquid oxygen tank. I t said it will
change the way it fuels for now, and in the future
will redesign its pressure vessels. SpaceX said it
hopes to launch 10 Iridium NEXT communications
satellites from a base in California on Sunday.

The Federal Aviation Administration has to

approve the conclusions of the SpaceX investiga-
tion of the September failure. That accident-the
second of its kind since SpaceX was founded in
2002 — came just over a year after a Falcon 9
rocket failed after l if toff on June 28, 2015,
destroying a Dragon cargo capsule bound for the
International Space Station. Before that, SpaceX
had logged 18 successful launches of the Falcon 9
— including six of 12 planned supply missions to
the ISS carried out as part of a $1.6 billion con-

tract with NASA. 
It carried out another eight successful launch-

es since June 2015, including in August of last
year when a Falcon 9 successfully placed a
Japanese communications satellite in orbit, and
then landed intact on a floating drone ship.
Before then the firm lost several rockets as it
attempted to land them upright on an ocean plat-
form at the end of a flight-a crucial part of its
strategy for reusable spacecraft. — AFP

SpaceX ready to launch again

SAN AGUSTIN DEL GUADALIX, Spain:  It’s a
scene straight out of mediaeval times set in
modern-day Madrid: An archer dressed in cam-
ouflage gear, stationed in a tree at night, waiting
for the kill. For five years, the authorities in the
region have resorted to this unusual technique
to cull wild boars encroaching on towns, relying
on 55 volunteer bow hunters to eliminate pigs
that take too much of a liking to urban life. “The
bow is a silent weapon and people who use it
act in a silent way too, so we don’t disturb the
environment or people,” explains Emilio de la
Cruz, a 45-year-old business owner and keen
hunter who volunteers for this form of popula-
tion control.

The method is just one used to try and curb
the proliferation of wild boar going further and
further into populated areas, causing agricultur-
al damage and road accidents. From an estimat-
ed 25,000 to 35,000 five years ago, the number
of boars in Madrid has risen to around 30,000 to
40,000, environmental authorities say.

Contested method 
But the method is not without its controversy,

with environmentalists arguing that the animal
can suffer an agonizing death if the archer takes
a bad shot. In some countries such as Britain,
bow hunting is banned altogether. De la Cruz
maintains that he and his hunting companions
are all experienced, trained to shoot the arrow
through the boar’s vital organs in a quick, clean
kill. Standing at a training ground in the rolling
hills outside Madrid, a boar-shaped target in the

background, he says the archers go out 100 to
150 times a year at the request of city or town
halls in the region.

In five years, they have killed 201 boars and
close to 60 wild goats that have proliferated in
La Pedriza, a mountain range near the Spanish
capital popular with hikers and climbers. When
asked to intervene, the hunters first study the
zone to analyze the boars’ movements, set up
shop in trees or other elevated places at night,
wait sometimes for hours-and take aim. They
hunt in parks, golf courses or any area close to
a town or city where boars have been spotted
roaming free, giving the odd late-night jogger
a shock.

Lack of predators 
The problem of wild boars running riot in

populated zones affects countries the world
over, in large part due to rampant urbanization
that has gobbled up their habitat. As an exam-
ple, a wild boar in Hong Kong led police on a
chase last month after it wandered onto the
apron of the international airport. “They’ve
grown used to the presence of people, to eating
in rubbish bins and some people even give them
food,” says Felipe Ruza, deputy head of environ-
mental conservation for the Madrid region.

“This causes problems because they invade
gardens, cause traffic accidents and they can
even attack people if there is a sow with her
piglets.” According to the Guardia Civil police
force, 146 traffic accidents were caused by boars
in the Madrid region in 2016, none of them fatal.

Theo Oberhuber, head of nature conservation at
environmental group Ecologists in Action, adds
that a lack of predators such as wolves is also to
blame. “In Madrid, the wolf is now protected but
it was once wiped out in the Madrid region due
to the use of poison, traps,” he says. “Now wolves
are coming back, but there aren’t that many.”

The best way? 
While not commonplace, resorting to archers

as a population control method is not exclusive
to Spain. Eric de Lavenne, head of the French
Bow Hunters’ Federation, says archers have
been used in several parts of France. “The La
Fleche Airport in the Sarthe (region) regularly
calls on bow hunters to control the number of
boars near the airport,” he says as an example.
Another method used in Madrid is capturing
boars alive in traps in areas where bow hunting
cannot take place.

There are no statistics indicating whether
either technique is successful, but de la Cruz
says he has noted a difference. “Where at first
we had to kill animals, now with our mere pres-
ence or the presence of other people, animals
don’t come anymore. That is our success,” he
says. Oberhuber, though, is skeptical. He points
to yet another technique that is being trialled in
the northeastern region of Catalonia and
involves putting contraceptives in boars’ food to
reduce their capacity to reproduce. “This could
be an unaggressive method that doesn’t cause
death and progressively reduces the number of
boars,” he says. —AFP

SAN AGUSTIN DE GUADALIX, Spain : This file photo shows Hunter, Emilio de la Cruz training with his bow in the outskirts of San Agustin de
Guadalix near Madrid. — AFP

We make ‘em, we break ‘em. New
Year’s diet resolutions fall like nee-
dles on Christmas trees as January

goes on. Genes can work against us.
Metabolism, too. But a food behavior
researcher has tested a bunch of little ways
to tip the scale toward success. 

His advice: Put it on autopilot. Make small
changes in the kitchen, at the grocery store
and in restaurants to help you make good
choices without thinking.

“As much as we all want to believe that
we’re master and commander of all our food
decisions, that’s just not true for most of us,”
said the researcher, Brian Wansink. “We’re
influenced by the things around us - the size
of the plate, the things people are doing ...
the lighting.” He heads the Cornell University
Food and Brand Lab, has written books on
taking control of food choices, and has had
government and industry funding.

Some tips are gimmicks, and some may
not work as well for you as they did in tests.
But they “make a lot of sense” and many are
backed by other studies, said one independ-
ent expert, Dr William Yancy, a weight spe-
cialist at Duke University’s diet and fitness
center. To start: Make goals that are SMART -
Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant
and Time-bound, Yancy said. Instead of
resolving to eat better, plan how to do it,
such as having chips once or twice a week
instead of every day. Rather than vague
vows to get in shape, resolve to walk half an
hour every day after dinner.

Other tips from Wansink and research to
support them:

In the kitchen
Redo the pantry to put healthy stuff in

front. You’re three time more likely to eat the
first food you see than the fifth one. Tidy
your kitchen before eating. Women asked to
wait in a messy kitchen ate twice as many
cookies as women in the same kitchen did
when it was organized and quiet. Redo the
fridge. Even though it shortens shelf life,
move fruits and vegetables out of crisper
drawers and put them at eye level. Keep
good foods in clear bags or containers and
less healthy things like leftover pizza in alu-
minum foil. In one study, people who put
fruits and vegetables on the top shelf ate
nearly three times more of them than they
did the week before.

Keep no food out except a fruit bowl.
Researchers photographed 210 kitchens to
see whether countertop food reflects the
weight of women in each home. Those who
left breakfast cereal out weighed 20 pounds
more than neighbors who didn’t; those with
soft drinks out weighed 24 to 26 pounds
more. Those with a fruit bowl weighed 13
pounds less.

At the table
Beware the glassware. Use narrower

glasses, pour drink when the glass is on the
table rather than in your hand, and use a
glass that doesn’t match the color of your
drink. A study found that people poured 12

percent more drink when using a wide glass,
12 percent more when holding the glass,
and 9 percent more when pouring white
drink color into a clear glass versus a colored
or opaque one. Pour any glass only half full -
this cuts the average pour by 18 percent.

Use smaller plates and pay attention to
color. Big plates make portions look small. In
one study, people given larger bowls took
16 percent more cereal than those given
smaller bowls, yet thought they ate less.
People also take more food if it matches the
color of their plate. But they eat less when
the tablecloth or placemat matches the
plate; It makes the food stand out more.

Keep the TV off and eat at a table. A study
of dinner habits of 190 parents and 148 chil-
dren found that the higher the parents’ body
mass index (a ratio of height and weight),
the more likely they were to eat with the TV
on. Eating at a table was linked to lower BMI.

Try small portions of “bad” foods. Eat a
bite or two, then distract yourself for 15 min-
utes to see if you feel satisfied. A study gave
people different portions of chocolate,
apple pie and potato chips and had them
rate hunger and craving before and 15 min-
utes after eating. Bigger portion folks ate
103 calories more, but didn’t feel more satis-
fied than those given less.

At the grocery store
Divide your shopping cart in half. Use a

partition, purse or coat for a visual cue to fill
at least half of your cart with fruits, vegeta-
bles and other healthy foods. In two studies,
half of shoppers were given divided carts
and told to put healthier items in front. They
spent more on produce than those given
regular shopping carts.

Be careful when buying in bulk . A study
found that people who bought big contain-
ers of chips, juice boxes, cookies, crackers
and granola bars ate half of it within the first
week - twice as fast as they normally would.
Tip: Repackage into single-serve bags or
containers, or store it out of reach, such as
the basement. Eat an apple first. People giv-
en a sample of an apple at the store
increased spending on fruits and vegetables
versus those given no sample or a cookie. A
healthy snack may prime people to buy bet-
ter foods, not the fast, processed foods they
gravitate to when shopping hungry.

Circle every island in the produce section.
In a study of 1,200 shoppers, every minute
spent in the produce section meant $1.80
more in fruit and vegetable sales.

At a restaurant
Let the light shine. Researchers checked

sales receipts of patrons at four casual chain
restaurants. Those in brighter rooms were
more likely to order healthier fish, vegeta-
bles or white meat rather than fried food or
dessert. Diners in dim rooms ordered 39 per-
cent more calories. Sit near a window.
Researchers analyzed 330 diners’ receipts
after they left. The closer they were to a win-
dow, the fewer foods and alcoholic drinks
they ordered. —AP
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